
S.No. Course Title Course Code Nature of Course 

and Year

Co's Course Outcome

CO1 Students were able to define sociology & demonstrate nature, scope & subject 

matter of sociology and importance of sociolgy.

CO2 Students got to know how sociology differ from and is similar to other social 

sciences and there area of interdependence.

CO3 Students gained knowlede about basic concepts In sociology like (Society, 

Community, Association, insitution, role, status, Socialization.) 

CO1 Students got to know various perspectives of Indian Society.

CO2 It acquainted students to basic issues of Indian society like unity in diversity, 

problem of casteism, secularism and communalism.

CO3 Describing stratification system in India including Caste & Class.

CO4 Elaborating on Social institution like Marriage, Family,Kinship.

CO1 It enables  students to defines Sociological theory, understand its features & 

describe and  illustrate the role of theory in building Sociological knowledge. 

CO2 Introduce themselves to the classical theories of Sociololgy and contribution of 

different thinkers  in this regard.

CO3 It enlighten students about contribution of founding father of Sociology in 

developing sociology as an academic discipline.

CO1 It helps in understnding meaning, scope, types & Singnificance of Social research.

CO2  Explained importance of research design in Social Research and how to 

formulate it.

CO3 It acquainted students to different types of methodological perspective.

CO4 It enabled students to Collect data and analye date.

CO5

It developed comparative understanding of various data collection techniques.

CO1 It enabled students in understanding Sociology as a Science, concept and steps 

in research.

CO2 It aquainted students to sampling and various typed of sampling.

CO3 They were able to do calculation of measure of central tendancy Mean, Median, 

Mode.

CO4 Data processing and data analysis.

CO1 It enabled students to explain the concept of Envirnment and Society & 

Environmental Society.

CO2 It enabled students to identify environmental problems and means of 

environmental awarness.

CO3 Understood the Importance of Sustainable development.

CO4 It explained how environmental Sociology can be used to analyse contempory 

issue & to develop policies for social change.

CO1 It  made them aware of  Meaning, nature & development of social demography 

and its scope & importance.

CO2 It made students understand the interrelationship between various family 

behaviour and population problem.

CO3 It made students understand how birth, death and migration affect population 

change.

CO4

It made them aware about population theories and population policy in India.

CO1 Introduction of students to the concept, theories & factors of Social change and 

development.

CO2 Role of PPP and PRI in Social development.

CO3 Concept of Sustainable development and environmental discourse.

CO1 It imparted a Comprehensive study of the concepts relevant for understanding 

kinship, marriage & family.

CO2 It developed better understanding of family marriage and kinship in historical 

and evolutionary perspective.

CO3 It made them  understand changing pattern of family, marriage, with 

modernization and urbanization.

CO1 It enabled students fo understand  the meaning of Social Stratification.

CO2 It  helped them understand the various theoritical pesspection of Social 

stratification.

CO3 It developed understanding of caste, class and gender.

CO4

Acqunainted students to Social Mobility with reference to Social Stratification.
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CO1

Students will be able to understand the defination nature & scope sociology.

CO2

Students will be able to understand the concepts of political culture, Political 

Socialization influence of religion, caste, race & ethnicity on political process.

CO3 Students were made familiar to intresrt groups, pressure groups bureaucracy its 

features,  its relation to politics of socity.

CO4 Analyse political participation- representation, electoral participantion & 

electoral process.

CO1 Students will be able to analyse, Sociological Aspects of Economic processes.

CO2 It enabled students to understand various Mode of Productions .

CO3 It enlightaned them about various contomporay issues like Globalisation and 

development.
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